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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Green Horse Equine Sanitation, LLC (Charleston, sq specializes in the sanitation of equine wastes. The
company is solely responsible for the safe and effective management of equine wastes generated by
horse and carriage tours operating in historic downtown Charleston. Carriage tours operate in close
proximity to restaurants, motels, retail stores etc. Consequently, the management of ammonia
volatilization and other harmful odors from equine wastes is paramount to the effectiveness of our
operation.

There are many products on the market that claim to reduce animal waste related odors. I have tried
dozens of them in my over 30 years of working with horses. Unfortunately, most products that I've tried
produce little to no results, are far too expensive, or both. That was until I was introduced to Odatock'
ART, a product sold by US Environmental Resource & Recovery Group, LLC (USERRG)out of Walterboro,
sc. Like all products, we were beyond skeptical at first, but after witnessing a quick and simple product
demonstration we became intrigued.

Initially, we used Odatock= on a small scale in our own private stables with great results. Since January
1st, 2013, Odal.ock' has been applied religiously everyday throughout the streets of downtown
Charleston to sanitize and combat equine waste ammonia odors. Historically, ammonia odors were
problematic in Charleston, particularly during the hot and humid spring and summer months. The
implementation of Odat.ock' as part of our daily operations has made odor concerns a thing of the past.

If you are looking for the safest, most effective and economical technology available to reduce and
prevent ammonia odor, Green Horse Equine Sanitation, LLCrecommends Odal.ockt ART.

Please feel free to contact me should you require any further information.

Sincerely,

•
Richard R. Knoth
Manager
Green Horse Equine Sanitation, LLC
(843) 442-6215
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